Teach Outdoors Training Packages
Inspire staff and challenge mindsets on the benefits of teaching outdoors with one of our suggested
training packages. Bespoke training is also available, please enquire for more details.

Inspiration Package
To introduce the concept of Teach Outdoors.
A whole day, or two twilight sessions, working with all teaching staff on:
•

Pedagogy of outdoor learning

•

Raising awareness of relevant policies and procedures including risk/benefit assessments

•

Organisational strategies

•

Lesson ideas

•

Linking outdoor learning to current planning systems.

Total cost to a school £450
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Discovery Package
To introduce the ethos of Teach Outdoors and develop methods for working together to raise standards by
integrating outdoor learning.
Senior Management meeting to:
•

Identify whole school focus area and timeline

•

Become familiar with the school grounds and potential learning areas

•

Identify number of staff to be trained

•

Nominate school Teach Outdoors Co-ordinator.

Half day session with the Teach Outdoors Co-ordinator, supporting their new role, to discuss:
•

Risk/benefit assessments

•

Policies and procedures

•

Monitoring systems

•

Preparation for safe and successful delivery of outdoor sessions.

A whole day training, or two twilight sessions, working on:
•

Pedagogy of outdoor learning

•

Raising awareness of the school’s policies and procedures including risk/benefit assessments

•

Organisational strategies

•

Lesson ideas

•

Linking outdoor learning to current planning systems.

Within 12 months two whole day visits (> 200 pupils) or two half day visits (< 200 pupils) working on:
•

Supporting the integration of outdoor teaching and learning.

Completion of the Discovery Package leads to:
•

Official Teach Outdoors School Status

•

Access to a growing support network of Teach Outdoors Schools

Schools with up to 200 pupils £885
Schools with over 200 pupils £1360
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Expedition Package
An extension of the Discovery Package providing increased levels of support and more specialist training.
Senior Management meeting to:
•

Identify whole school focus area and timeline

•

Become familiar with the school grounds and potential learning areas

•

Identify number of staff to be trained

•

Nominate school Teach Outdoors Co-ordinator.

Half day session with the Teach Outdoors Co-ordinator, supporting their new role, to discuss:
•

Risk/benefit assessments

•

Policies and procedures

•

Monitoring systems

•

Preparation for safe and successful delivery of outdoor sessions.

A whole day, or two twilight sessions, working on:
•

Pedagogy of outdoor learning

•

Raising an awareness of the school’s policies and procedures including risk/benefit assessments

•

Organisational strategies

•

Lesson ideas

•

Linking outdoor learning to current planning systems.

Half day training session for support staff to introduce:
•

Teach Outdoors’ ethos

•

Risk/benefits

•

How to support teachers and children.

Within 12 months three whole day visits (> 200 pupils) or three half day visits (< 200 pupils)
working on:
•

Supporting the integration of outdoor teaching and learning.

Completion of the Expedition Package leads to:
•

Official Teach Outdoors School Status

•

Access to a growing support network of Teach Outdoors Schools

Schools with up to 200 pupils £1415
Schools with over 200 pupils £1640
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Pioneer Package
The most complete training package to prepare your school for outdoor learning. In addition to specialist
training the Pioneer Package is tailored specifically to a school’s needs, including extended follow up
support.
Senior Management meeting to:
•

Identify whole school focus area and timeline

•

Discuss accessing school grounds

•

Identify number of staff to be trained

•

Nominate school Teach Outdoors Co-ordinator

•

Form an agreed school action plan tailored to school’s specific development requirements.

Half day session with the Teach Outdoors Co-ordinator, supporting their new role, to discuss:
•

Risk/benefit assessments

•

Policies and procedures

•

Monitoring systems

•

Preparation for safe and successful delivery of outdoor sessions

•

Systems to evaluate current provision and ways to take learning forward.

A whole day training, or two twilight sessions, working on:
•

Pedagogy of outdoor learning

•

Policies and procedures including risk/benefit assessments

•

Organisational strategies

•

Lesson ideas

•

Linking outdoor learning to current planning systems

•

How to make a safe celebration camp fire. Includes a complete fire resource kit. (This is optional
please see pricing structure below)

Half day training session for support staff to introduce:
•

Teach Outdoors’ ethos

•

Risk/benefits

•

How to support teachers and children.

Four whole day visits, within 18 months, to:
•

Address specific areas as identified by the school

•

Assess the competencies of teaching staff in procedures/policies
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•

Looking at planned activities to ensure staff are embedding outdoor learning into the curriculum.

Additional Play Training
•

For teachers: Theory of play and the benefits of learning through play

•

For classroom and lunchtime support staff: Training and support on improving behaviour and encouraging active/purposeful play.

Completion of the Expedition Package leads to:
•

Official Teach Outdoors School Status

•

Access to a growing support network of Teach Outdoors Schools

Pioneer Package excluding fire training and fire resource kit £2725
Pioneer Package including fire training and fire resource kit £2975

Additional Extras
Additional days in school £350.
Annual subscription to remain an Official Teach Outdoors School and be part of a growing network £350.

*Please note depending on your school location you may be charged additional travel expenses.
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